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Dragon age inquisition cassandra romance

English Edit Share One day, they may write about me as a traitor, a madwoman, a fool. Chantry Cassandra Allegra Portia Calogera Filomena Pentaghast (born 9:03-9:04 Dragon)[1] is a Navaran of the Pentagast royal family and Seeker Shantry. He has been a divine right-hander since 9:22 p.m. [2] In the age of Dragon II he investigates
Hawke's actions and believes that understanding them could be the key to preventing a war that threatens to take over Taddas. In Dragon Age: Inquisition she is one of the Inquisitor's companions and a romance option for a male Inquisitor. Many salks abandoned Shantry in response to the Meij insurgency. In doing so, Cassandra did not
join her comrades and instead remained loyal to divine Justinian and her efforts to restore order in the face of chaos. He is both Madin and driven, a sword in god's right hand, seeking justice more than anything else. Background[edit | edit source] Born in a carriage halfway between Cumberland and Val Chevin, Cassandra is the seventy-
eighth in line to the Nevarran throne. Cassandra grew up on her family's estate in The City of Barpa. At 9.10pm Cassandra's parents, Lord Mathias and Lady Tigana, took the wrong side in a second attempt to overthrow King Marcus Pentagast and were executed by the king. King Marcus ordered the execution of most of the immediate
families of the conspirators on his court's recommendation, fearing reprising Kietuz's relatives down the line. Cassandra and her brother were forgiven because they were only children at the time and were a family for the king; Their father's brother Vestalus was a senior mortality member and thus beyond the king's vengeance, and he
took them there as his parts. Cassandra and her brother moved to Navarra's Great Necropolis. [3] At 9:12, Vestalus became a probation dragon and spent less and less time with Cassandra and Anthony. They grew isolated, only with each other for company and support. Anthony embraced swordsman and dreamed of becoming a dragon
hunter, and Cassandra did the same. Cassandra feared for her family to keep her in a illuminated cage and began away from Navarre long after. [4] He began his salk training at Mountsimurd Castle, a student of a senior member named Salk Byron, where the majority focused on his religious education than. Though this disillusioned him
at first, he finally embraced his studies and excellence. At the age of 15, he was sosy in a remote castle in the explosive hills of Orlis, the youngest salk to do so since the age of the storm. Although from Noble's birth, Cassandra turned her back on a life of wealth and privilege to join the seekers of truth. Ancient order as a Eyes on
corruption and magical threats, granted ultimate authority in their investigation by Chantry. Involvement[edit | edit source] Dragon Age: Dawn of the Seeker[edit | edit source] This section contains caption for:Dragon Age: Inquisition. The book was a holy writ, granting the Right and Left Hands of the Divine the authority to restore the
Inquisition.Dragon Age II[edit | edit source] This section contains caption for:Dragon Age: Inquisition. In the wake of the Meij-Templar war outbreak, divine right and left hands (Salk Cassandra and sister Liliana) used the beatrix III writ to his successor, Justia V, as the conclave managed to broker peace. If he arrived from a global
government in which the Frolden champion survives Blythe V: In preparation, Cassandra and Liliana first sought Commander Verdun to lead the fledgling order as the new inquisitor. Their search was futile because Verdun had mysteriously disappeared, and so they were looking for their next candidate: Hawke, kirkwall's hero. If the
default world government is used or imported from a global state where the hero makes the ultimate sacrifice: in preparation, Cassandra and Leliana follow Hawk, the Kirkwall champion, as the only candidate to lead the fledgling order as the new Inquisitor.This section includes playing for:Dragon Age II. In Dragon Ij II, Cassandra
questioned Warrick on Amal's old estate, where she revealed that she had left the Kirkwall hero and disappeared shortly there afterwards. As he begins to demand that Warrick tell him everything he knows about Hawke, he begins to explain that Hawke and his siblings fight dark-colored before the dragon appears, causing Cassandra to
cut him off and claim it's a lie, so Warrick explained the true story. Cassandra hesitated to claim that Hawke was saved from the dark egg, but was relentless when Warrick asked if he was going to tell Verdun's story. He allowed Warrick to continue but warned that he would have cancelled his interrogation if he claimed the Hawke and
Avon family were flying with dragons to Kirkwall. Arriving at a part of the hero's story in which Hawke joins Warrick and Bartrand's expedition to deep roads, Cassandra attempted to deny her version of events, initially believing that the hero had come to town to expand the trough against Shantry. He points out that Hawke recently
happened to have colled with the Canary, a known attacker, a blood mirage and a rebel boss all trying to gain wealth. Cassandra comments on the fate of Hawke's siblings at the end of Warrick's recount of the expedition. He is also starting to change his opinion of Hawke's entourage, who had assumed they all came from Fairden together
but Warrick insists it's not the whole story. When Warrick ends with the end of the Canary Attack Cassandra's comment on hero changes: She calls a Hawk man heroic to do her jobs, while developing for a woman respect for what she has done. If Hawk had made the best in a single martial to the Arishok Canary, he would have stated
that the story would seem very romantic. In heritage, Cassandra confronts Warrick about a Gary Warden prison in the Wymark Mountains and Hawke's actions there. Once the salks had researched, they were turned back by the warders. By the end of Warrick's retelling, Cassandra found it hard to believe that Hawk defeated Corioeus,
one of the first dark-coloured and claimed one of the Magisters who entered Golden City. He also noted that Vardaran did not mention Janka/Larios' presence in prison, which he left after the defeat of Hawk Corypheus; In Mark the Killer accuses Cassandra Warrick of holding her back, noting that Hawke almost sparked a war with Oravis.
He demanded real accounts of events in Shatto-Hein, especially in the case of Tallis, noting that seekers are a factor there that lacks any knowledge of the event. Arriving at the part where Tallis was revealed as Qunery, Cassandra made it clear to Warrick that Qunery was a religion, not a race. When Warrick's story ended with the death
of The Duke of Prosper, Cassandra demanded to know who was going to appelic her orulies after her murder at the hands of the hero. Warrick explained that Prosper was doing deals with Tal-Weschott, possibly at the behest of Empress Celine, and thus would have been scandalous if the truth had come out. When his story ends,
Cassandra concludes that Meredith Knight was the central cause of the outbreak of the riots in Kirkwall though Warrick suggests that either Bette or Anders are equally responsible. When he asked about Hawke's whereabouts that he believed could stop the escalating conflict between mages and templars, Warrick admits that even he
doesn't know it, but doubts his friend is dead. Cassandra Satisfied grants her freedom to the dwarf and exits the Amal estate, where a group of seekers are waiting. Liliana asks Cassandra if she was successful in determining the hero's whereabouts, and she confirms Hawke's disappearance. She then asks Leilana if they should continue
their original plan and continue searching or change the plan. Liliana tells him to trust Meacer. Cassandra is then seen leaving with the Seekers.Dragon Age: Inquisition[edit | edit source] This section contains caption for:Dragon Age: Inquisition. Cassandra's tarot card interrogates the only survivor of the Conclave blast that killed The
Divine's Jostinia V in the wake of the Cassandra breach of the Inquisitor. He accuses them of causing violations because of the mark on their hands. The same magic of Will's tears however, he gives the curious the chance to prove his innocence by tying the breach. Arriving at the ruins of the Holy Ash Temple, an echo shows that the
Inquisitor was in the wrong place at the wrong time when an unknown shady face used Divine as a victim, but the Inquisitor claims to have no recollect of the event. Inquisitor proceeded to close the gap first, fixing the breach but not closing it. In the intervening three days, Cassandra began to lip the head with Chancellor Roderick, who
was convinced of the inquisitor's guilt, while Cassandra believed the inquisitor had been sent by Meiker. In order to close the breach and find the real perpetrators behind it, he and Liliana invoked the late divine anger to restore curiosity, independent of Shantry's authority. Speaking to Cassandra about her feelings about Shantry, she
reveals that she believes Shantry is necessary and can still be saved, but will need to improve its methods. He recommends that Shantry re-focus his efforts to be sympathetic to the people of Taddas, regardless of race. Cassandra is still conservative about abandoning institutions such as the Miggy Circle and the Templar Order, and
believes they both serve a purpose in society. Cassandra states that she prefers to reform such institutions, and looks receptive to the mags that govern herself, but believes they need Shantry's help to do so. In addition, he emphasizes the role of templars as innocent protectors rather than the only jailers of mages. After curiosity is forced
by Corioeus to leave Haven, the Inquisitor is leading refugees to Skyhold. Upon arrival, Cassandra tells the Inquisitor that she had chosen them all as their leader, not just because of the anchor, but because they inspired them all. After Warrick summons Hawke to Skyhold, Cassandra confronts him and accuses the dwarf of recognizing
Hawke's whereabouts the entire time and keeping it a secret; As Warrick turns to leave, he states that if Hawke was in the conclave, they were also dead. Cassandra Elahi's Tarot Cassandra card later requests the inquirer's help in investigating the disappearance of her fellow seekers and suspects them to be prisoners of Corifeus. By
tracking seekers to Eswin's Coer Castle, Cassandra discovers evidence that Samson/Calpernia sold seekers to fiery promise order after being informed that seekers were resistant to red larium. More ventilation to the castle, they find Cassandra's disciple, Daniel, who suffers from feeding red liverium. He reveals that Lord Salk Lucius. He
sold his men to the Neuders and was out of Coer Oswein the whole time. Cassandra confronts Lucius after being awarded a mercy massacre to Daniel, killing him in the fight that followed. At Skyhold, Cassandra looks through the book The Secrets kept by The Lord's Salk. Asking whether he should correct the salks from the book, he had
learned that he had been secretly made quiet and placed under the spirit of faith to be granted his abilities and return his mind; Lord Salk Lambert always knew how to reverse the calm and cover it up. If he is asked how he will go about reforming seekers, Cassandra states that she intends to find scattered seekers, they all read the Book
of Secrets together and no longer have secrets between them, and create a new charter dedicated to doing the workmaker. Although Cassandra is unsure of the characteristics of what the workmaker entails, she believes the new seekers should make a conscious effort to search for and define that goal. The inquisitor can suggest
whether to correct the salse. Curious can inquire more about relaxation treatment in conversation with Cassandra. Cassandra states that she plans to check further if treatment can be refined so that the treatment mage may overcome reverse ceremonies without the side effects of being with emotion and irrationality. If he succeeds, he's
going to spread news of his own refined treatment. As Divine Victoria, Cassandra can be chosen as the new divine, after Justinia V. If elected, he will be recognized as divine Victorian. He's pushing reforms to a new Templear order and a new mggy circle, the years of truth, if he was encouraged to rebuild order, to re-present his goal of
protecting the innocent. Depending on his endorsement with Inquisitor, Chantry can either be united steadfast to curiosity or a strained relationship with them. Despite his popularity, the new divine reforms go too far by some. [5] His efforts to stabilize peace in general were successful, and for one time — the South saw peace. [6]
Trespasser[edit | edit source] This section includes games for:Trespasser. Cassandra resuscies during exonerated council events two years after Corioeus was defeated. She appears either as herself or as a divine Victorian. If the Inquisitor is friends with Cassandra: After being led by Warrick, Cassandra will awkwardly advise on
marriage to think the Inquisitor wants to tie the knot. If it's romantic, she will believe the Inquisitor offers her. If Cassandra was encouraged to rebuild seekers, she would tell The Incositor that she had managed to find some surviving seekers and confirmed her promise to show them the book of secrets. Those he deemed fit were allowed to
join him in restoring the salk order. He's now. New hires with full disclosure of their secrets, though it is a slow process. If Cassandra became divine, Victoria... Cassandra sits on shantree's behalf as divine Victorian on the Great Council. If Cassandra had not been divine, Victoria would have been... The great council remained intact and
Cassandra advised Divine Victoria on important issues. If Leilana is divine, she will serve for several years, respect Liliana and work well with her. If Vivienne is divine, then she eventually resemat vivienne - who felt the slogan was derailing the intent of light - and left the council. Dragon Age: Tevinter Nights[edit | edit source] This section
contains caption for:Dragon Age: Tevinter Nights. The plan follows BioWare's own Canon, meaning it may not follow some player choices in games. The murder by the death of Mags Cassandra orders Sydney to return to the city of Barpa, to stop mortality plots to assassinate an unstable Navarre line-up member. Quests[edit | edit source]
Guilty Pleasures Promise of Destruction The Ideal Romance Unfinished Business Approval[edit | edit source] Main article: Cassandra Pentaghast/Approval As a deeply pious individual, Cassandra is most approving of Inquisitors who express a belief in the Maker and the teachings of the Chantry, and who embrace their role as the Herald
of Andraste. He generally supports shantry-derived institutions such as the Miggy Circle and the Templar Order, and often will not endorse attempts to diminish their power and influence. As a result of his religious beliefs (as well as his past experiences with apostates), Cassandra can be somewhat unreliable to flies and will usually
confirm the measure of the limits of their freedoms. He is also generally of magic and ghosts and sometimes looks inhospitable in Inquisitors who deals with apostates and demons or who dabble in unknown or forbidden arts. Cassandra is strong, aggressive and militant and often favors an action approach to solving problems. He will
usually endorse people who are decisive in their efforts to restore order. As a moral and caring person, he respects the principles of honor, dedication, truth and selflessness, and often endorses curious people who are kind to others or get out of their way to help those in need (even if they happen to be flies). Although Cassandra is a
pious Anderstine and steadfastly believes in Chantry's necessity as a guiding force for the world, she also recognizes the need for change within her institutions and often favors the idea of reforming various governing bodies of Thedas (as such, Chantry, Nabi, Seekers, etc.). Like most companions, Cassandra confirms responses that
confirm her views or are sympathetic to her emotional state (as such as comfort or comfort When he is upset or embarrassed), and usually confirms a bit of accolades and flirtation from Inquisitor. Disrespect or ridicule towards the things he enjoys or believes often lack of pure approval, as selfish actions or expressions of concern are
important for the things he considers. This section includes games for:Dragon Age: Inquisition.Romance[Edit | Edit Source] Cassandra is a potential love interest for lone male Inquisitors. This section includes games for:Dragon Age: Inquisition. Romance can be started after cassandra's confirmation win, flirting with her on numerous
occasions and completing her personal quest, promising destruction. Once these requirements have been met, Cassandra will request to speak privately with Inquisitor. During the conversation, Cassandra is clearly nervous and overflowing to admit that while she noticed the inquisitor flirtation, what her heart really has is ideal romance: to
find a man who can take her down and properly court her with flowers and poetry with candlelight. He expresses his belief that the curious may be incapable of fulfilling these demands because of his position as the Andarst Herald and the curious leader. At this point Inquisitor can either end things permanently with Cassandra or state that
she is willing to try to court her in accordance with her wishes. If Inquisitor opts to continue the romance, he will be required to track down the three ideal gifts: once the above items have been collected, Inquisitor may speak with Cassandra and request that she meet in a hidden cray near Skyhold. Throughout the night, Cassandra reaches
the lot to find it littered with candles and flowers. He then marvels at the Inquisitor, who reads a reading of the book of poetry much to Cassandra's amusement and delight. He notices the selection of Inquisitor's poems, then begins to read excerpts from the book itself as he and the curious gradually get closer to each other. Finally, singing
culminates with a passionate kiss, and the two make love under the night sky. Later, as Cassandra and the Inquisitor lie beneath the stars, she reiterates her belief that her lover is the Andras Herald, who was chosen to protect Thedas in her time of need. He also reveals that the Inquisitor is only the second man with him in his life to be
regalian's first man. He reveals that Regalian was in Kennclave at the time of the explosion, and that his death fueled his desire to defeat Corypheus, as he would not allow the ancient magistrate to destroy the only other man he ever loved. At this point Inquisitor will have a final opportunity to either end the relationship with Cassandra or
be fully committed to being with her. If curious committed to Having a relationship, she and Cassandra will share a few more tender moments over the course of the game, and she will be able to kiss her a while on Skyhold.A woman Inquisitor may also flatter flirt with Cassandra over the course of the game, which attracts little approval as
Cassandra finds inquisitor improvements. However, the constant flirtation will eventually prompt a conversation during which Cassandra will tell the Inquisitor that she does not reciprocat her feelings and that she just wants to stay friends. The initial flirting cutscene, coupled with its commissioning requirements, is the same for male and
female curious. And similar to a curious man, a female squid has the option to end all flirtations. After a particle courting conversation with Cassandra on Skyhold, keeping onle can be available after completing the original plot attempt. If this has not yet been done, Inquisitor will not be able to come back to skyhold's main hall by means of
normal¢through the front door. One solution is to use maps and travel fast; Another would be simply skipping over the mural and on the roof, then down to the garden as the autumn damage is disabled. Trespasser[edit | edit source] This section includes games for:Trespasser. If Cassandra is chosen as divine, her dialogue shows that she
does not believe that she and the Inquisitor will be able to continue their relationship. However, further conversation of Trespasser's downloadable content (which comes after the original game concludes) leaves their relationship status in a more obscure state, with several signs that Cassandra and curious may have continued their
relationship remotely (and possibly secretly as well). Her epilogous slide at the end of the DLC states that while divine Victorians could never get married, it was obvious that she remained close to curious. Their romance, which was honestly impossible, became the subject of court songs about a woman who went to Meker and saw a man
who loved but always stared back and smiled when he saw he was there. Note: Sturdy, superior &amp; refined armors of the same type are visually identical. Limited Accessories[Edit | Edit Source] Amulet of Power (2) Quotes[edit | edit source] Main article: Cassandra Pentaghast/Dialogue Dragon Age II[edit | edit source] (To Varric) Start
talking, dwarf. They tell me that you are good at it. (To Warrick) sucks! That's not what really happened! Stand right against the darkness, and the builder must steer his hand. Dialogue[edit | edit source] Varric: Doesn't that match the stories you've heard of the salk? Cassandra: I'm not interested in stories. I'm here to hear it. Warrick: What
makes you think I know the truth? said Cassandra: Don't lie to me! Even before he became a hero, you ed him! Dragon Age: Inquisition[edit | edit source] (About her desired changes to the Chantry) The Circle of Magi has its place, but needs reform. Let the Mags run themselves with our help, let the Templars stand not as prisoners of the
Mags, but as protectors of the innocent. We need to be vigilant, but we also have to be sympathetic to all people, Tedas, man or not. That's what I change. We were supposed to be indestructible, above reproach. If we were to spread word-maker around the world, we would have to do so with an open heart and an open hand. I see what
to do, and I will do it! I don't see any point in running around in circles like a dog chasing its tail. Put Shantry aside, and the new problems replace the old problems. We don't learn from history. At some point, power became its own master. We abandoned our aspirations in favor of expediting and tell ourselves that everything was
necessary. For the people. They will stand in the fire and complain that it is hot. The Orlesi pretend to be a game. How wonderful. Romance is not the only province of dithering ladies in frilly outfits. It's salty. I'm not doing anything that's not worth doing with all my soul, including playing for Trespasser. He's a dwarf, he's... He... He put me in
the book! (Giggles.) I'm in the book! I'm reading this from here trivia [Edit | Edit Source] Old Model Cassandra popped into a power trailer during the development of the Second Dragon Age, her hair changed from long black hair, to short white hair, to her current short black hair. In the Age of Dragons: Redemption, Nayeri states that he
once fought alongside a templar called Cassandra. Kern states that Cassandra is the head of the salk order. But Cassandra Pentagast is not the head of seekers. [8] Mary Kirby described her as a very shell baguette. There is an unused hentai of dragon age II show a cutting effort involving Cassandra facing the Hawks in Kirkwall. See:
Cutting the content he described as a believer in promotional material for the Dragon Age: Curiosity. Cassandra has been described as brushing, impulsing and having anger management issues, but nevertheless she is incredibly dedicated and will do whatever it takes to set the world right. Cassandra reads Warrick's novels and loves the
title of Romance of Swords and Shields. Cassandra suffered from hay fever as a child. His brother joked that he had to punch a tree in retaliation. Cassandra found that it helps and still punches when she is infected with trees. [13] The biggest fear is depression. Cassandra uses her right-hand weapon in the game, both during gameplay
and cutscenes. But a possible scene in Skyhold after here lies Abis writing shows him with his left hand. This could mean that he is ambidextrous or even left-handed due to design restrictions that makes all NPCs in the game use exclusively his weapons with his right hand. According to Patrick Vicks, Cassandra is a loyal reformer. [14]
Although he specializes in curiosity, he has never been part of the Templar organization himself. However, describing his expertise reflects this, noting that his abilities are templar-like. Through a conversation with Serra, Cassandra points out that she trained as a sal when she was six. However, in a letter from Cassandra's uncle, she told
seekers that she was twelve years old when she joined the seekers. [15] And he tells Inquisitor when asked about how to become a lyrical, that even though many of them start training in his youth, he made much older as an exception for him because of his noble birth. Cassandra is the only companion in curiosity to appear in hyeon's
war room for every war council meeting. However, he never appears in skyhold's war room. Codex entries[edit | edit source] Codex entry: Cassandra Pentaghast Codex entry: Cassandra and the Last Few Years Gallery[edit | edit source] Concept art[edit | edit source] Heroes of Dragon Age[edit | edit source] This section contains caption
for:Dragon Age: Inquisition. Promotional image of Cassandra in AgeSeeker Cassandra's Dragon Heroes in AgeTier Dragon Heroes Advances Cassandra Pentaghast in Young AgeA Dragon Heroes Salk Cassandra in AgeArtwork Dragon Heroes of Cassandra Divine from AgeArtwork Dragon Heroes Advances Cassandra Divine Row in
Heroes AgeArtwork Dragon Lady Salk Cassandra of AgeArtwork Dragon Heroes from the progress of Lady Salk Cassandra's row in AgeAdd Dragon Heroes Photo to this Other Gallery[edit | Edit Source] Sources[edit | edit source] External links[edit | edit source] Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise noted.
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